These tools are all .com unless otherwise stated! They are all web based and require no downloads. Many of them are cooler if you use igoogle, and RSS reader, blog, tweet, etc. Some do require sign up!

A: Animoto - cool and easy animations
B: Buncee – Fancy Pinterest, create all the things!
C: Crowdgrader – Submit assignments and grade collaboratively. No Cheating!
D: Dictation.io – take dictation anywhere with a microphone! Requires Chrome or Dict.io – an interactive dictionary/thesaurus!
E: Edpuzzle – Add comments, crop, add quiz questions, and much more to any existing video!
F: Flippety.net – turn google spreadsheets into flashcards!
G: Google NGram – Search through google books for a word or phrase, graph results. Yay for Digital Humanities!
H: Heganoo – More beautiful, interactive maps!
I:
J: Jux – Make your own memes! Because no other site let’s you do that, right?
K:
L: LaLo.li – Create a short voice message without a microphone. Manipulate your voice and share it!
M: Mozaig.org – Make any picture into a photo mosaic. Or, hide secret messages in any picture!
N: NowComment – Online Conversations embedded into multimedia
O: Odyssey.js – create your own visual story.
P: Posterini – create awesome posters in seconds
Q: Qixshr – create collages in seconds from your facebook photos!
R: ResearchReady – Evaluate a website with a step by step guide and produce a report! CRAAP test in a bottle!
S: Smilebox – invitations and other cool graphic stuff, or Strut.io - what prezi should be, or Suan.fm – send your own mixtape!
T: Talkminer – Mine podcasts and presentations. Find that perfect TedTalk!
U: UrTurn – customize an image, become a web sensation!
V: Visme – formerly Presenter, now even cooler! Lots of production options, especially infographics!

W: Widbook – Create your own ebook! Take that, kindle publishing!

X:

Y:

Z: ZeeMaps – Create layered interactive and collaborative maps!

Thanks for coming to my presentation. I hope you learned something useful!
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